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The easy way to make sense of property law Understanding property law is vital for all aspiring

lawyers and legal professionals, and property courses are foundational classes within all law

schools. Property Law For Dummies tracks to a typical property law course and introduces you to

property law and theory, exploring different types of property interestsâ€”particularly "real property."

In approachable For Dummies fashion, this book gives you a better understanding of the important

property law concepts and aids in the reading and analysis of cases, statutes, and regulations. 

Tracks to a typical property law course Plain-English explanations make it easier to grasp property

law concepts Serves as excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparing for their state's Bar

Exam  The information in Property Law For Dummies benefits students enrolled in a property law

course as well as non-students, landlords, small business owners, and government officials, who

want to know more about the ins and outs property law.
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This book seems to be geared toward first year law students or people wanting a refresher in

property law. It is pretty good but I wish it cited more cases so I could look them up and better

understand some of the law.Having taken property law in the 1990's, but not dealt with it since, I

wanted to go over material I have not thought about since. Like all Dummies books this uses a

standard template to give the reader a basic knowledge of a certain subject matter.This book

explains it is working on the following assumptions:1. The reader is studying property law for the first

time or has forgotten it after studying it before;2. The reader is interested in real property as

opposed to personal property;3. The reader is a law student or knows about the court system;



and,4. The reader is not looking for cases or other authorities to cite in a brief.It then is broken into

five parts:1. Introducing property law;2. Understanding real property rights;3. Looking at shared and

divided property rights;4. Acquiring and transferring property rights; and,5. The part of the tens

(which lists ten important property law cases, ten mistakes law students make relating to property

law and ten property law subjects on the bar exam).The book also has the basic Dummies icons

including Tip, Remember, Warning, Technical Stuff and Example. It has funny cartoons and shaded

in boxes which look at subjects in more detail.This book does a great job of looking at terms and

ideas relating to property law. It is 366 pages, has a nice index, and is organized in a fashion that

makes it easy to understand related concepts.
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